Memorandum

To: SAC SAC, PHOENIX (P) Date 12/4/91

From: SA SA

Subject

Dates of Contact: 9/27/91

File #s on which contacted (Use Titles if File #s not available)

266A-FX-45826

Purpose and results of contact

☐ NEGATIVE
☐ POSITIVE
☒ STATISTIC

Description of Statistical Accomplishment Title of Case File No.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREBIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE: 1/28/99 BY SB: hja-fb

Information herein obtained confidentially; informant's name is not to be disclosed in a report unless it has been decided definitely that this person is to be a witness in a trial or hearing.

PERSONAL DATA

GND/ID: 0

(1-266A-FX-45826)
A Confidential Source, who is in a position to provide information of this type, advised as follows:

Source advised that the Civilian Material Assistance Group (CMA) headquartered out of Arizona and requested that this associate contact a guy by the name of [redacted] who had a machine that wanted the associate to check out.

[gaps] gave a pager and an address for this individual.

Source advised that when [redacted] refers to something like a piece of machinery or equipment, he is actually talking about some type of illegal gun, explosive or explosive device.

Also reportedly talked about the fact that one of the current leaders of the CMA by the name of [redacted] is being kicked out of the organization because other CMA members believe he is Jewish.